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Stability and instability of asymptotic profiles of solutions
for fast diffusion equations

Goro Akagi
Kobe University, Japan

Abstract. Let Ω be a bounded domain of RN with smooth boundary ∂Ω. We
are concerned with the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem for fast diffusion equations of
the form

∂t

(
|u|m−2u

)
= ∆u in Ω× (0,∞), (1)
u = 0 on ∂Ω× (0,∞), (2)

u(·, 0) = u0 in Ω, (3)

where ∂t = ∂/∂t, m ∈ (2, 2∗) with 2∗ := 2N/(N − 2)+ and u0 might be sign-
changing. Every solution u = u(x, t) of (1)–(3) vanishes in finite time at a power
rate. This talk is concerned with asymptotic profiles of vanishing solutions, and
particularly, the notions of stability and instability of profiles will be introduced
and a stability analysis of profiles will be performed.

Qualitative behavior of global solutions to some
nonlinear fourth order differential equations

Elvise Berchio
Politecnico di Milano, Italy

Abstract. We consider global solutions to a fourth order semilinear ordinary
differential equation arising in several physical contexts. We determine sufficient
conditions on the nonlinearity that ensure global continuation of the solutions.
Furthermore, we examine their qualitative behaviors such as oscillations and
boundedness. Connections with a family of Gelfand type biharmonic equations
are also discussed.
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Generalized Bernoulli Problems

Chiara Bianchini
Université Henri Poincaré Nancy, France

Abstract. We present a result on existence and convexity of solutions to a free
boundary problem of Bernoulli type. More precisely, we consider a non-constant
gradient boundary constraint depending on the outer unit normal.

On the Hong-Krahn-Szego inequality

Lorenzo Brasco
Università degli Studi di Napoli “Federico II”, Italy

Abstract. In this short talk, we will be concerned with the minimization of
the second eigenvalue of the Dirichlet-Laplacian. We will start reviewing the
classical result, which asserts that pairs of disjoint and equal balls are the only
minimizers. Then we will turn our attention to the stability issue, giving a
quantitative improvement of this spectral inequality. This is part of a joint work
with A. Pratelli (Pavia).

Symmetry of minimizers with a level surface parallel to
the boundary

Giulio Ciraolo
Università di Palermo, Italy

Abstract. We consider the functional

J(u) =
∫

Ω

[f(|Du|)− u]dx,

where Ω is a bounded domain and f is a convex function. Under general as-
sumptions on f, G. Crasta has shown that if J admits a minimizer in W 1,1

0 (Ω)
depending only on the distance from the boundary of Ω, then Ω must be a ball.
With some restriction on f and minimizing J in W 1,∞

0 (Ω), we prove that in
order to get such spherical symmetry it is enough to assume that the minimizer
of J has only a level surface parallel to the boundary. We then discuss how
these results extend to more general settings.
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Sharp Hardy inequalities in the half space
with trace remainder term

Adele Ferone
Seconda Università di Napoli, Italy

Abstract. We deal with a class of inequalities which interpolate the Kato’s in-
equality and the classical Hardy’s inequality. Starting from the classical Hardy’s
inequality in the half-space, we show that, if we replace the optimal constant
with a smaller one, then we can add an extra trace term. More precisely, we
prove that, if n ≥ 3 and u is a real function on Rn

+ vanishing at infinity, such
that |∇u| ∈ L2(Rn

+), then, for any 2 ≤ β < n, there exists a positive constant
H(n, β) such that

H(n, β)
∫

∂Rn
+

u2

|x|
dx +

(β − 2)2

4

∫
Rn

+

u2

|x|2 + t2
dxdt ≤

∫
Rn

+

|∇u|2dxdt. (1)

The best value of the constant H(n, β) is given by

H(n, β) = 2
Γ

(
n+β

4 − 1
2

)
Γ

(
n−β

4 + 1
2

)
Γ

(
n+β

4 − 1
)

Γ
(

n−β
4

) .

It can be easily checked that when β = 2, then inequality (1) reduces to the
Kato’s inequality, while when β goes to n, then inequality (1) reduces to the
classical Hardy inequality. The optimal constant H(n, β), as expected, is never
attained since the candidates to be extremal functions are proportional to the
solution of the problems{

∆ϕ + (β−2)2

4
ϕ

|x|2+t2 = 0 in Rn
+,

ϕ = |x|−n
2 +1 on ∂Rn

+.

The longest shortest fence and
sharp Poincaré-Sobolev inequalities

Vincenzo Ferone
Università degli Studi di Napoli “Federico II”, Italy

Abstract. The fencing problem in the plane will be discussed. The proofs of the
following two conjectures will be presented: among planar convex sets of given
area, the disc maximizes the length of the shortest area-bisecting curve, while
the so-called Auerbach triangle maximizes the length of the shortest bisecting
chord. Some applications will be considered, in particular some consequences
on the best constant in a Poincaré-Sobolev inequality.
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Shape optimization problems for variational functionals
under geometric constraints

Ilaria Fragalà
Politecnico di Milano, Italy

Abstract. We consider extremum problems for some classical functionals of
the Calculus of Variations (such as torsional rigidity, first Dirichlet eigenvalue,
electrostatic capacity), subject to geometric constraints (such as prescribed vol-
ume, perimeter or mean width). For some of them the solution is well-known by
classical methods, for some others it is conjectured but currently open. We shall
try to overview some features and methods, which are related to the first or-
der stationariety condition (involving overdetermined boundary value problems)
and to second order properties (involving concavity inequalities for shapes).

Blow-up set for a semilinear heat equation
with exponential nonlinear term

Yohei Fujishima
Tohoku University, Japan

Abstract. We consider the blow-up problem for a semilinear heat equation
with exponential nonlinear term,

∂tu = ε∆u + eu, x ∈ Ω, t > 0,

u(x, t) = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω, t > 0,

u(x, 0) = ϕε(x) ≥ 0 (6≡ 0), x ∈ Ω,

(P )

where ε > 0, N ≥ 1, Ω is a domain in RN , and ϕε is a bounded continuous
function on Ω. If ε > 0 is sufficiently small, then the solution uε of (P ) blows
up in a finite time. In this talk, we consider a sufficiently small ε > 0, and study
the location of the blow-up set of the solution uε. In particular, under suitable
assumptions on the estimates of uε and ϕε, we prove that the solution uε blows
up only near the maximum points of ϕε if ε > 0 is sufficiently small.

Minimization of non-coercive integrals
by means of convex rearrangement

Antonio Greco
Università di Cagliari, Italy

Abstract. This talk deals with the minimization problem for some non-coercive,
one-dimensional functionals of the calculus of variations. Models are the clas-
sical problem of the catenary, the brachistochrone, and Newton’s problem of
minimal resistance. The aim is to prove the existence of a minimizer. Due
to lack of coercivity, the direct method of the calculus of variations in stan-
dard form fails when dealing with the aforementioned problems. However, the
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method is recovered by means of the convex rearrangement, which is essentially a
non-decreasing rearrangement of the derivative u′. Such a rearrangement trans-
forms every absolutely continuous function u (depending on one real variable)
into a corresponding convex function u∗ attaining the same boundary values as
u and having the same graph length but less energy. Thus, we are allowed to
consider a minimizing sequence made up of convex functions although the space
of admissible functions contains both convex and non-convex elements. By the
well-known compactness properties of convex functions, we may extract a locally
uniformly converging subsequence. Since the limit function may, in principle,
develop boundary singularities, the proof of the continuity of the functionals
under consideration with respect to such convergence requires a rather techni-
cal argument, which nevertheless has an intuitive appeal. In conclusion, the
existence of a convex minimizer is proved. The last step in the procedure is to
ensure that, in fact, the minimizer does not have boundary singularities at all.
Details are found in a forthcoming paper on Advances in calculus of variations.
The problem of extending this approach to multiple integrals is left open.

Existence of minimizers for some coupled nonlinear
Schrödinger equations

Norihisa Ikoma
Waseda University, Japan

Abstract. In this talk, we discuss the existence of minimizers for some cou-
pled nonlinear Schrödinger equations under one constrained condition or two
constrained conditions. We also study the least energy level and compare the
set of all minimizers in these two cases.

Lp norms of nonnegative Schrödinger heat semigroup and
the large time behavior of hot spots

Kazuhiro Ishige
Tohoku University, Japan

Abstract. This talk is concerned with the Cauchy problem for the heat equa-
tion with a potential{

∂tu = ∆u− V (|x|)u in RN × (0,∞),
u(x, 0) = φ(x) in RN ,

(P )

where ∂t = ∂/∂t, N ≥ 3, φ ∈ L2(RN ), and V = V (|x|) is a smooth, nonpositive,
and radially symmetric function having quadratic decay at the space infinity. We
assume that the Schrödinger operator H = −∆ + V is nonnegative on L2(RN ),
and give the exact power decay rates of Lq-norm (q ≥ 2) of the solution e−tHφ
of (P ) as t →∞. Furthermore we study the large time behavior of the solution
of (P ) and its hot spots.
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Decay estimates for a solution to the Laplace equation
with a dynamical boundary condition and related topics

Michinori Ishiwata
Fukushima University, Japan

Abstract. Let N ≥ 3, Ω = RN
+ = {(x′, xN ) ∈ RN−1 × R; , xN > 0}, ∂j :=

∂/∂xj . For ϕ ∈ L1(∂Ω)∩BUC(∂Ω), we consider the following Laplace equation
with a dynamical boundary condition:

(P)

 ∆u = 0 in Ω,
∂tu = ∂Nu on ∂Ω,

u|t=0 = ϕ on ∂Ω.

Amann and Fila 1 treated this problem and they obtain the representation
formula for u:

u(x′, xN , t) =
∫

∂Ω

dy′PxN+t(x′ − y′)ϕ(y′),

where

Pσ(x′) :=
cN

σN−1

[
1

1 +
∣∣x′

σ

∣∣2
]N

2

, x′ ∈ ∂Ω.

By using this formula together with the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem,
we discuss the Lp-Lq type estimates for the solution u of (P). Also we discuss the
possible application of this estimate to some interpolation inequality involving
the harmonic extension operator 2.

Domain variation and electromagnetic frequencies

Shuichi Jimbo
Hokkaido University, Japan

Abstract. I consider the eigenvalues of the operator “rot rot” in a bounded
domain under some additional condition. I investigate the pertubation of the
eigenvalues when the domain is deformed (regularly or singularly). This problem
is related with the harmonic oscillation in the Maxwell equation. The eigenvalue
of the above problem corresponds to the square of the eigen-freqeuncy of the
electromagnetic wave in a cavity corresponding to the domain. Similar eigen-
value problems for the Laplace operator have been studied in many years and
the perturbation formula for eigenvalues are obtained in several cases. The mo-
tivation of the study on the above problem is to know how the pertubation of
eigenvalues look like and to try prove similar perturbation formula.

1H. Amann and M. Fila, A Fujita-type theorem for the Laplace equation with a dynamical
boundary condition, Acta Math. Univ. Comenianae Vol. LXVI, 2 (1997), 321-328.

2Hang, F., Wang, X., Yan, X., Sharp Integral Inequalities for Harmonic Functions, Com-
munications on Pure and Applied Mathematics, Vol. LXI (2008), 0054-0095.
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Imperfect bifurcation for the Liouville-Gel’fand equation
on a perturbed annulus

Toru Kan
Tohoku University, Japan

Abstract. We consider the bifurcation problem of the Liouville-Gel’fand equa-
tion under the Dirichlet boundary condition. In the case where a domain is
an annulus, this problem has an unbounded branch consisting of radially sym-
metric solutions, and moreover, there are infinitely many symmetry-breaking
bifurcation points on the branch. Since such bifurcation points are weak for a
perturbation, there is a strong possibility that solution branches near the bi-
furcation points break (namely, the bifurcations become imperfect) when an
annulus is perturbed. We study whether or not such a phenomenon actually
occurs, and obtain a sufficient condition for the phenomenon. This is a joint
work with Yasuhito Miyamoto (Tokyo Institute of Technology).

Generalized Lax-Milgram theorem in Banach spaces and
its application to the mathematical fluid mechanics

Hideo Kozono
Tohoku University, Japan

This is the joint work with Prof.Taku Yanagisawa at Nara Women’s University.

Abstract. We generalize the well-known Lax-Milgram theorem on the Hilbert
space to that on the Banach space. Suppose that a(·, ·) is a continuous bilinear
form on the product X × Y of Banach spaces X and Y , where Y is reflexive.
If null spaces NX and NY associated with a(·, ·) have complements in X and in
Y , respectively, and if a(·, ·) satisfies certain variational inequalities both in X
and in Y , then for every F ∈ N⊥

Y , i.e., F ∈ Y ∗ with F (φ) = 0 for all φ ∈ NY ,
there exists at least one u ∈ X such that a(u, ϕ) = F (ϕ) holds for all ϕ ∈ Y
with ‖u‖X ≤ C‖F‖Y ∗ . We apply our result to several existence theorems of
Lr-solutions to the elliptic system of boundary value problems appearing in the
fluid mechanics.

The location of the hot spot
in a grounded convex conductor

Rolando Magnanini
Università di Firenze, Italy

Abstract. As a grounded heat conductor we mean one whose boundary is con-
stantly kept at zero temperature. We also suppose that the conductor’s initial
temperature is constant (and positive) and we are interested in the evolution
of the points where temperature takes its maximum — the hot spots. If the
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conductor is convex, there is only one hot spot, that starts from the set where
the distance from the boundary takes its maximum and, as time grows, ap-
proches the (unique) maximum point of the first Dirichlet eigenfunction of the
Laplace operator. In this talk, I present two methods to estimate the location
of the hot spot in a convex conductor. The former is based on Aleksandrov’s
reflection principle and leads to a numerical algorithm to approximately locate
the hot spot. The latter is inspired by Aleksandrov-Bakelman-Pucci maximum
principle and, by employing techniques of convex geometry, gives a lower bound
for the distance of the hot spot from the boundary.

New improved Moser-Trudinger inequalities and
singular Liouville equations on compact surfaces

Andrea Malchiodi
SISSA, Italy

Abstract. We consider Liouville equations on compact surfaces arising in self-
dual abelian Chern-Simons models or from the problem of prescribing the Gaus-
sian curvature with conical singularities. The problem is tackled via variational
methods and a new improved Moser-Trudinger inequality, which compared to
some previous one has the feature of being scaling invariant.

Differentiability of solutions to second-order elliptic
equations via dynamical systems

Vladimir Maz’ya
Liverpool University, Great Britain

Abstract. For a second-order elliptic equation in divergence form we investi-
gate conditions on the coefficients which imply that all solutions are Lipschitz
continuous or differentiable at a given point. We assume the coefficients have
modulus of continuity satisfying the square-Dini condition, and obtain addi-
tional conditions that examples show are sharp. Our results extend those of
previous authors who assume the modulus of continuity satisfies the Dini con-
dition. Our method involves the study of asymptotic properties of solutions to
a dynamical system that is derived from the coefficients of the elliptic equation.
This is a joint work with R. McOwen.
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Apriori estimates and comparison principle for some
classes of nonlinear elliptic equations

Anna Mercaldo
Università degli Studi di Napoli “Federico II”, Italy

Abstract. Dirichlet problems for certain classes of second order quasilinear
elliptic equations in divergence form, possibly with gradient dependent terms,
are considered. Sharp apriori estimates for solutions to these problems, gradient
estimates and comparison principle are presented when the data either belong to
the natural dual space, or are measurable functions with suitable summability.

A priori estimates and reduction principles for
quasilinear elliptic problems and applications

Enzo Mitidieri
Università di Trieste, Italy

Abstract. We discuss some recent results on a priori bounds of solutions for a
wide class of quasilinear elliptic equations and inequalities.

Applications to comparison principles, Liouville theorems and non linear
Schroedinger equations are considered.

Nonradial maximizers for a Hénon type problem
and symmetry-breaking bifurcations for a

Liouville-Gel’fand equation with a vanishing coefficient

Yasuhito Miyamoto
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan

Abstract. In this talk we study the shape of the maximizers of the problem

sup
u∈H1

0(D)
‖u‖=β

∫
D

|x|α (eu − 1) dx (1)

from a viewpoint of the bifurcation diagram of the corresponding Euler-Lagrange
equation, where D := {x ∈ R2; |x| < 1}, α and β are nonnegative constants
and ‖u‖ :=

(∫
D
|∇u|2dx

)1/2. Using the Moser-Trudinger inequality, we see that
the supremum of (1) is attained.

Theorem A. The following three hold:
(i) Every maximizer of (1) is nonradial if

β > β∗(α) :=

√
8π

{
(α + 2) log

2α + 4
α

− α + 4
2

}
,
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(ii) for each α ≥ 0, there is β∗(α) > 0 such that if 0 ≤ β ≤ β∗(α), then every
maximizer is radial,
(iii) for each 0 ≤ β 6= β0 := (8π(2 log 2− 1))

1
2 , there is α∗(β) > 0 such that if

0 ≤ α ≤ α∗(β), then every maximizer is radial.

We also study the bifurcation diagrams of

∆u + λrαeu = 0 in D, u = 0 on ∂D

and
∆u + λ

rαeu∫
D

rαeudx
= 0 in D, u = 0 on ∂D.

Existence and uniqueness of the
n-dimensional Helfrich flow

Takeyuki Nagasawa
Saitama University, Japan

Abstract. The original Helfrich variational problem is a model of shape trans-
formation theory of human red blood cell Helfrich 3 considered the cell mem-
brane as a closed and oriented surface Σ in R3, and proposed that the shape of
cell is a minimizer of

W(Σ) =
∫

Σ

(H − c0)2dS

under the prescribed area and enclosed volume. Here H is the mean curvature
and c0 is a given constant called the spontaneous curvature which is determined
from the structure of cell.

The one-dimensional case, i.e., the corresponding problem for closed curves
were considered by Watanabe 4 5 as a spectral optimization problem of plane
domain.

The n-dimensional Helfrich variational problem is settled in a similar way.
Let Σ ⊂ Rn+1 be a closed and oriented hypersurface. We do not assume that
the inclusion Σ ⊂ Rn+1 is an immersion. Let A be the area of Σ:

A(Σ) =
∫

Σ

dS.

3Helfrich, W., Elastic properties of lipid bilayers: Theory and possible experiments, Z.
Naturforsch 28c (1973), 693–703.

4Watanabe, K., Plane domains which are spectrally determined, Ann. Global Anal. Geom.
18 (5) (2000), 447–475.

5Watanabbe, K., Plane domains which are spectrally determined. II, J. Inequal. Appl. 7
(1) (2002), 25–47.
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The vectors f and ν are the position vector of a point on Σ and the unit normal
vector there respectively. Put

V(Σ) = − 1
n + 1

∫
Σ

f · ν dS.

This is the enclosed volume, when Σ is an imbedded hypersurface and ν is the
inner normal. For given constants c0, A0, and V0, find the critical point of

W(Σ) =
n

2

∫
Σ

(H − c0)2dS

under the constrains A(Σ) = A0, V(Σ) = V0, This is the n-dimensional Helfrich
problem.

To investigate the problem we consider here the Helfrich flow, that is, the
L2-gradient flow associated with the problem:

V (Σt) = −P (Σt)δW(Σt).

Here V (Σt) is the normal velocity of the family of hupersurfaces {Σt}, and
P (Σt) is the projection from L2(Σt) to span{δA(Σt), δV(Σt)}. The symbol δ
stands for the first variation.

This equation is a quasi-linear parabolic equation of fourth order when two
constrains are independent. The equation “degenerates” at points (on the func-
tion space where we work) where the constriants are dependent. This is a
difficulty to deal with the gradient flow with constraints. The author talks
about the existence and uniqueness 6, related works 7 8 9, open problems, and
conjectures.

Sharp estimates for a non local eigenvalue problem

Carlo Nitsch
Università degli Studi di Napoli “Federico II”, Italy

Abstract. We study a Dirichlet eigenvalue problem for a linear operator with
a non-local term. Varying the coefficient of the non-local term we look at those
domains which, for a given measure, achieve the least first eigenvalue. It turns
out that there exists a threshold value of such a coefficient above which the
geometry of the optimal domains changes radically.

6Nagasawa, T. & T. Yi, Local existence and uniqueness for the n-dimensional Helfrich
flow as a projected gradient flow, submitted.

7Kohsaka, Y., & T. Nagasawa, On the existence for the Helfrich flow and its center man-
ifold near spheres, Differential Integral Equations 19 (2) (2006), 121-142.

8Kurihara T. & T. Nagasawa, On the gradient flow for a shape optimization problem of
plane curves as a singular limit, Saitama Math. J. 24 (2006/2007), 43–75.

9Nagasawa, T., & I. Takagi, Bifurcating critical points of bending energy with constraints
related to the shape of red blood cells, Cal. Var. Partial Differential Equations 16 (1) (2003),
63–111.
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Blow-up solutions for critical Trudinger-Moser equations

Bernhard Ruf
Università di Milano, Italy

Abstract. We consider elliptic equations in bounded domains in R2 with ex-
ponential nonlinearities which have critical Trudinger-Moser growth. We give
conditions for the existence of solutions which blow up in exactly k points when
a parameter tends to zero. Furthermore, information on the location of the
blow-up points is given. In a related problem, we show that there exist critical
values of the Moser-functional in the supercritical regime. The corresponding
critical points have similar blow-up properties.

Level surfaces, Liouville-type theorems
and the hyperplane

Shigeru Sakaguchi
Hiroshima University, Japan

Abstract. We consider a class of nonlinear diffusion equations of the form
∂tu = ∆φ(u) including the heat equation. Let S be the entire graph of a
continuous real function over RN with N ≥ 1. Let Ω be a domain with boundary
S in RN+1. Consider either nonlinear diffusion of some substance with initial
data 0 and boundary data 1 in Ω or the diffusion in RN+1 with initial data
given by the characteristic function of the complement of Ω. The problem we
consider is to characterize S such that there exists a stationary level surface in
Ω. We show that S must be a hyperplane under some general conditions on S.
Such kind of results come from 10 11. via the sliding method due to Berestycki
and Nirenberg, and here we will consider generalizing the hypothesis which was
given in 12.. When φ(s) ≡ s, that is, in the case of the heat equation, we
know that S must be a Weingarten hypersurface 13 14. Related to this fact, we
also discuss some Liouville-type or Bernstein-type theorems for some nonlinear
elliptic equations.

10R. Magnanini and S. Sakaguchi, Interaction between nonlinear diffusion and geometry of
domain, preprint, arXiv:1009.6131v1.

11R. Magnanini and S. Sakaguchi, Matzoh ball soup revisited: the boundary regularity issue,
preprint, arXiv:1103.6229v1.

12R. Magnanini and S. Sakaguchi, Interaction between nonlinear diffusion and geometry of
domain, preprint, arXiv:1009.6131v1.

13R. Magnanini and S. Sakaguchi, Stationary isothermic surfaces and some characteriza-
tions of the hyperplane in the N-dimensional Euclidean space, J. Differential Equations 248
(2010), 1112–1119.

14S. Sakaguchi, A Liouville-type theorem for some Weingarten hypersurfaces, Discrete and
Continuous Dynamical Systems - Series S, 4 (2011), 887–895.
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Convexity, rearrangements and
Brunn-Minkowski inequalities in PDE’s

Paolo Salani
Università di Firenze, Italy

Abstract. I will present a general method, based on a tool known in convex
analysis as infimal convolution, which allows to prove convexity properties of
solutions to elliptic Dirichlet problems and leads at the same time to Brunn-
Minkowski inequalities for related functionals. This method also permits to
obtain results which are typical of rearrangement’s techniques, in particular it
makes possible to compare the solution of a problem in a convex domain Ω
with the solution of the corresponding problem in the ball B with the same
mean-width of Ω (in the plane, the mean-width of a convex set coincides with
its perimeter, up to a multiplicative constant).

Dirichlet problem for the Stokes system in Lipschitz
domains with unit normal close to VMO

Tatyana Shaposhnikova
Linkoeping Univeristy, Sweden

Abstract. The inhomogeneous Dirichlet problem for the Stokes system is con-
sidered in a Lipschitz domain. The main result is that this problem is well-posed
both in Besov spaces and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces, provided that the unit nor-
mal to the boundary has small mean oscillation. The smallness depends on the
Lipschitz constant of the boundary. This is a joint result with V. Maz’ya and
M. Mitrea.

Patterns in systems of a single reaction-diffusion equation
coupled with ODE equations

Kanako Suzuki
Tohoku University, Japan

Abstract. We consider a mechanism of pattern formation arising in biological
phenomena described by systems of a single reaction-diffusion equation coupled
with ordinary differential equations. Such systems arise from the modeling of
the interactions between cellular processes and diffusing growth factors. The fol-
lowing system is a model of early carcinogenesis proposed by Marciniak-Czochra
and Kimmel (2006, 2007):

ut = u

(
av

u + v
− dc

)
for x ∈ [0, 1], t > 0,

vt = −dbv + u2w − dv for x ∈ [0, 1], t > 0,

wt =
1
γ

wxx − dgw − u2w + dv + κ0 for x ∈ (0, 1), t > 0,
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supplemented with the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions for w =
w(x, t)

wx(0, t) = wx(1, t) = 0 for all t > 0

and with nonnegative initial conditions

u(x, 0) = u0(x), v(x, 0) = v0(x), w(x, 0) = w0(x).

This system is based on the diffusion-driven instability, so called Turing-type
instability, and numerical simulations show the emergence of spatial patterns.

In this talk, we study this system to see all Turing-type patterns are unsta-
ble. Furthermore, we show existence of discontinuous patterns, which are also
unstable.

This is a joint work with A. Marciniak-Czochra (University of Heidelberg)
and G. Karch (University of Wroclaw).

Some properties of Green’s function for the
polyharmonic operator with the Navier
boundary conditions and its applications

Futoshi Takahashi
Osaka City University, Japan

Abstract. We prove several properties of Green’s function for the polyharmonic
operator (−∆)p, p ∈ N under the Navier boundary conditions:{

(−∆)pG(·, y) = δy in Ω,

G(·, y) = (−∆)jG(·, y) = 0 on ∂Ω, (j = 1, · · · p− 1),

where Ω is a smooth bounded domain in RN (N ≥ 2p).
Some applications including

1. the nondegeneracy of critical points of the Robin functions on Gidas-Ni-
Nirenberg domains,

2. the nonexistence of multi-bubble solutions to an inhomogeneous polyhar-
monic Liouville-Gel’fand problem on convex domains,

3. asymptotic nondegeneracy of multi-bubble solutions to a biharmonic Li-
ouville equation in four dimension (with H. Ohtsuka) are shown.
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Bernstein type theorem for Hessian quotient equations

Kazuhiro Takimoto
Hiroshima University, Japan

Abstract. In the early 20th century, Bernstein proved that if f ∈ C2(R2) and
the graph of z = f(x, y) is a minimal surface in R3, then f is necessarily a
linear function of x and y. For Monge-Ampère equation, Pogolerov proved the
Bernstein type theorem of the following form:

Let u ∈ C4(Rn) be a convex function which is a solution of detD2u =
1 in Rn. Then u is necessarily a quadratic polynomial.

Later, Bao et al. obtained such kind of results for so-called k-Hessian equations.
In this talk, we shall obtain the Bernstein type theorem for (k, l)-Hessian

quotient equation.

(Non)local phase transitions and minimal surfaces

Enrico Valdinoci
Università di Roma Tor Vergata, Italy

Abstract. We would like to consider some phase transition models in which
the particle interactions possess a nonlocal behavior, to prove some geometric
estimates and to understand the asymptotics of the solutions.

In the functional analytical framework, the problem may be stated as the
minimization of a suitable fractional Sobolev norm coupled with a double-well
potential, which forces the minimal solutions to undergo a change of phase.

In particular, the limit interface is related to either local or nonlocal minimal
surfaces (according to the fractional parameter). The regularity and rigidity
properties of the interface are of independent interest and may be inherited by
the phase transition solutions.

On the existence of a positive solution for the elliptic
equation involving the multiple Hardy-Sobolev critical

terms on the boundary

Hidemitsu Wadade
Waseda University, Japan

Abstract. We consider the semilinear elliptic equation involving the multiple
Hardy-Sobolev critical terms on the boundary. In the case that the equation
contains one critical Hardy-Sobolev term singular at the origin, Ghoussoub-
Robert recently proved that the equation admits a positive solution provided
that the mean curvature at the origin is strictly negative. We generalize this
result to the case of the multiple Sobolev-Hardy case, and prove that exactly
one Hardy-Sobolev term where the corresponding mean curvature at its singular
point is negative guarantees the existence of a positive solution.
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Asymptotic behavior of singular solutions for a
semilinear parabolic equation

Eiji Yanagida
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan

Abstract. We consider the Cauchy problem for a parabolic partial differential
equation with power nonlinearity. It is known that in some range of parameters,
this equation has a family of singular steady states with ordered structure.
Our concern is the existence of time-dependent singular solutions and their
asymptotic behavior. In particular, we prove the convergence of solutions to
singular steady states. The method of proofs is based on the analysis of a
related linear parabolic equation with a singular coefficient and the comparison
principle. This is a joint work with Shota Sato.
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